meet runners from standing rock
1 message

Tresanne Fernandes (Google Docs) <d+MTE3Mzc0MTcwNTA5Mzk0OTQ3MDMx-MTA0NDk2NDc5MDE5Mzk0MDE2MTQ0@docs.google.com> 5 October 2016 at 21:45
Reply-To: No Reply <noreply@docs.google.com>
To: milan.ilnyckyj@gmail.com
Tresanne Fernandes added comments and suggestions to meet runners from standing rock

New
1 comment

Resolved
5 accepted suggestions

New

Comments

Milan Ilnyckyj
about government corruption, Native or not

How is this relevant? Do we really want people bringing up stories of corruption in indigenous governments?

Tresanne Fernandes
i think they meant songs/poems could be native or not. i'll make it more clear tmrw when i work on it.

Resolved

Suggestions

Milan Ilnyckyj
Delete: “.”

Tresanne Fernandes
Accepted suggestion